
BUSINESS PLAN ADVICE GROWING

Learn how to transform your business plan from a static document to a dynamic model that will help your business
survive and prosper.

Then, triple check. Be prepared to name them and tell what makes you different from and better than each of
them. You need to follow-up what you say in the next sentence with a statistic, fact or even a quote from a
knowledgeable source that supports the claim. Execution How are you going to take your opportunity and turn
it into a business? I have more info at timberry. Always assume things will take 15 percent longer than you
anticipated. Consider adding an advisory board of people skilled in your field, and include their resumes. This
process is called the business plan cycle. If you think it'll take three months to develop your prototype, double
it. Plus, it breaks up the text and helps a plan flow better. Provide a brief description of options for investors,
or at least mention that you're ready to discuss options with any serious prospect. I am a serial entrepreneur
with more than 25 years of experience launching successful companies, including GetLoaded. In some
businesses, the cycle may be a continuous process with the plan being regularly updated and monitored. Make
your executive summary convincing Arguably, your executive summary is the most important part of your
business plan. The problem and solution Start the opportunity chapter by describing the problem that you are
solving for your customers. It also helps you benchmark and check your progress as the company grows. Trust
yourself All the advice in the world is no substitute for your finely-honed instincts. To be honest, some
investors like to see founders living on ramen and losing their families. A key component to your advertising
plan is your plan for measuring the success of your advertising. The plan needs to include: The marketing
aims and objectives, for example how many new customers you want to gain and the anticipated size of your
customer base at the end of the period. Notable clients 9. On the surface, none of these things look like real
direct competition, but they were how people were to solving their transportation problems at that time. How
does your packaging communicate your key value proposition? Remember, your goal is to keep your business
plan as short as possible, so too much detail here could easily make your plan much too long. Executive
summary This is an overview of your business and your plans. Most small business equity sales are private
transactions. In other words, why should a customer choose you instead of someone else? Specific,
Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Timely. Is it a good fit for them? Repurpose If your time has become
more focused on small projects rather than tangible growth and building a valuable client list, consider
packaging your existing products or services differently.


